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Various types of constituents

 i) Astronomical constituents

 ii) Radiational (S1 and S2 , the former due to 

changes in solar insolation and land-sea breeze 

effects (in some coastal areas) and the latter due 

to 12-hour oscillation in atmospheric pressure)

 iii) Shall-water constituents (interaction with 

bottom generates harmonics of the major 

constituents and compound tides)



Principal lunar and solar constituents

 First, there are two main semi-diurnal 

constituents, M2 and S2 due to the moon and the 

sun, with periods of 12.42 and 12.00 hours  

respectively

 These are calculated assuming a circular orbit for 

a fictitious  the moon (sun), which follows an 

orbit in the equatorial plane of the earth



Lunar motion

 27.3216 mean solar days for the period of 

revolution of the moon (sidereal month, sidereal 

means w.r.t. stars) in longitude (Mm, Mf)  ω2

 27.2122 mean solar days for the period of 

revolution of the moon in latitude –

declinational (K1 and O1) ω1 - ω2 and ω1 + ω2 

 27.5546 mean solar days for the oscillation in 

lunar distance (from perigee to perigee. Closest 

point w.r.to. earth (anomalistic month) N2 , L2

 29.5306 mean solar days for the phase of the 

moon (synodic month. for instance, from one 



Compound Harmonic analysis 

 A compound harmonic can be represented as

(A0 + A1 cos mt) cos nt

(Assume no phase, and the amplitude itself varies as a 

function of some other frequency)

where A0 , A1, m  and n are constants, n is the speed of 

the constituent , 360/n is the period

The above expression  can be expanded as

A0 cos nt + 0.5 cos (n+m)t + 0.5  cos (n-m)t

gives three harmonic constituents with speeds n,  (n+m) 

and (n-m)



Lunar Semi-diurnal constituents

 M2 semi-diurnal component of a fictitious 

moon, moving in a circular orbit in the plane of 

the equator

 N2, L2 – Modulate M2, conversion from the 

circular orbit to the elliptical orbit in the plane 

of the equator

 ν2 ,  λ2 , μ2 , S2 - Modulate M2 making 

allowance for the fact that the moon’s orbit is 

not elliptical, but pear shaped. (the sun attracts it 

more at new moon than at full moon)



Harmonic constituents of lunar 

equilibrium semi-diurnal tide

 Moon’s distance varies with a period of 27.555 

(anomalistic month) days (661.3 hours). The 

speed number corresponding to it is 360/661.3    

=0.5440

 In addition to the basic period of M2 , there will 

be two more periods such as

28.984 + 0.544 = 29.528

and     28.984 - 0.544 = 28.440

The former corresponds to L2 and the latter to N2

respectively



Solar semi-diurnal 

 S2 – principal solar   12.00 hours

 T2  -modulates S2 as the sun’s orbit is not 

circular, but elliptical. The other constituent is 

very small and neglected

 The apparent elliptical motion of the sun takes  

365.24 days (8765.8 hours) 

360.0/ 8765.8  gives a speed number of 0.041

Gives to two constituents, with angular speeds 

of 30.041 and 29.959, the former corresponds to 



Lunar Semi-diurnal constituents 

due to declination

 Effect of declination will give rise to two 

constituents. Lunar declination takes place in 

27.3216 solar days.  i.e., 655.7 hours. This means 

an oscillation either side of the equator in 327.85 

hours. This gives rise to  360.0/327.85 =1.098

 For M2, this will give two constituents, 

 28.984+1.098 =30.082 K2 lunar declinational 

semi-diurnal constituent

 28.984 -1.098  =27.886



 For solar, it is 365.24 days (8765.8 hours) 

360.0/ 8765.8  gives a speed number of 0.041

Gives to two constituents, with angular speeds 

of 30.041 and 29.959, the former corresponds to 

latter corresponds to T2

For the declinational factor, it will be 30.082 and 

29.918, the former corresponds to K2

K2 is called luni-solar declinational semi-diurnal 

constituent



Lunar Diurnal constituents

 K1, O1  diurnal constituents of a fictitious 

moon which has a fixed circular orbit in the 

mean plane of the real moon

 J1, M1, Q1 modulate K1, O1 since the moons’ 

orbit is not circular but elliptical (M1 is the sum 

of two constituents)



Diurnal constituents of the moon

 Declination of the moon takes place in 655.7 

hours (27.32 days) , which gives a speed number 

of 0.549. For getting the diurnal lunar tide, 

 14.492 + 0.549  = 15.041  K1  (half of M2 plus                          

0.549)

 14.492 - 0.549   = 13.943   O1



Diurnal constituents of the sun

 Take the speed of rotation of the Earth about its 

axis and add to it the speed with which the 

Earth rotates around the sun.

 The rotation of the Earth about its axis takes 

place in 24 hours.  i.e., 15 degree per hour.

 Rotation around the sun takes place in 

360.0/(365.25*24) , which is  0.041 degrees per 

hour.



Diurnal constituents of the sun

 This gives rise to two constituents

15+0.041 =15.041   for   K1  luni-solar 

constituent

15- 0.041 =14.959       P1

Note: the term for diurnal tides in the expression 

for equilibrium tide shows variation as sin 2dl



Tropic tides

 Constructive or destructive interference between 

K1 and O1. Tropic tides occur at a period of 

half of a tropical month (this is analogous to 

spring and neap)

 Tropic tides attain highest values when P1 is in 

phase with K1 and O1 and least at the 

equinoxes, when P1 is in anti-phase with K1 and 

O1



 When the moon is above the latitudes of Tropic 

of Cancer or Tropic of Capricorn, the diurnal 

effects will be strong these are called ‘tropic 

tides’, when the moon is above the equator, 

diurnal effects will be least, and they are called 

‘equatorial tides’

 The largest diurnal tides will occur in June and 

December when solar declination becomes 

maximum ( 23.5 deg) and they are sometimes 

called solstitial tides.



Lunar – long period

 Mf  (Lunar fortnightly) accounts for the 

departure from the sinusoidal declination

 Mm (Lunar monthly) accounts for the 

irregularities in the rate of change of distance 

and speed

 (The constituents Mf and Ssa result from the 

variable declination of the tide-generating body 

and are at a maximum when this body is at zero 

declination.)



Solar – long period

 Ssa (solar semi-annual) accounts for the 

variability in the declination factor 

 Sa (solar annual) accounts for the distance 

changes   

 They are small, But in reality, the changes are 

atmospheric (seasonal cycle) in these periods



Long-period constituents -lunar

 S a  (annual) accounts for the non-uniform 

changes in the Sun’s declination and distance.

 But in reality, the changes are atmospheric 

(seasonal cycle)

 Similarly, Ssa (semi-annual)

 Mm lunar monthly effect of irregularities in the 

Moon’s rate of change of distance and speed in 

orbit



Harmonics and compound tides

 Shallow waters effects cause interaction with the 

bottom causing generation of the harmonics and 

interaction of two constituents generates 

compound tides and harmonics. The shallow 

water constituents that are often dominant are  

M4 , M6 , M8 (harmonics of M2) etc. and MS4

(compound tide) 



Interactive constituents and 

harmonics  

Ref: Johns, 1981



Separation of tidal constituents

 Raleigh criterion gives the minimum number of 

days of data required to separate any two 

constituents. It is given by

 360/ (diff in angular speeds)

For instance, to separate M2 from S2, one 

requires 360/ (30.0-28.984). The unit is in hours 

Ans:  



 To separate P1 from K1 -



Nineteen-year variations

 Orbit of the moon slowly changes and comes to  

back to its original position in about 18. 61 years 

(precession or nodal cycle). This is accounted by 

node factor (f), which varies slightly from year 

to year to make allowance for the amplitude and 

u for phase

f H cos(V+u), where V is an angle changing 

with the speed of the constituent and u is an 

angle in a period of 18.61 years



Basic astronomical frequencies





 The low-frequency tide constituent results from 
the rotation of the nodal points of the lunar 
orbit and the ecliptic (the solar orbit)

 with a periodicity of 18.6134 yr. By modifying 
the tidal

 amplitude by about 3%, this predictable 
phenomenon modulates

 the mean high water level (MHWL) by several 
centimetres.



Nodal cycle

 Nodal tide is astronomical tide with a period of 
18.61 years, 

 In the expression for equilibrium tides, the term 
representing long period species varies as 3/2 sin2φ
-1/2 

 Means max amplitude at poles , zero at the 35 deg 
16 minute (N/S) out- of phase between equator and 
pole

 According to Proudman, 19 year period, as well as 
semi-annual and annual will follow equilibrium 
theory but not monthly or fortnightly





 This cause changes in diurnal constituents, in 

particular and corresponding semi-diurnal 

constituents.

 It is not be confused with 18. 6 cycle in MSL, 

MHWL … , as this is associated with 18.61 

variations in diurnal and semi-diurnal tides.



Pole tides

 Since the rotational axis of earth does not coincide 

with the principal axis of earth’s ellipsoid. This gives 

rise to two periods 14 months and 12 months. 14 

month is associated with Chandler wobble (this is 

caused by the fluctuations in the angular 

momentum of the ocean and atmosphere)

 12 months one merges with annual cycle, caused by 

polar drift (mean north pole is drifting in the 

direction of eastern Canada)





Perigean cycle

 8.85 year cycle of lunar perigee,

 the latter of which influences sea level as a quasi 

4.4 year cycle





Luni-tidal interval

 This is the time lag for the occurrence of high 

tide at a place after the transit of the moon 

 Mean high water interval = к (M2)/m2

 Where к is the local phase and m2 is the speed 

of M2 (this is applicable to regions dominated 

by semi-diurnal tides) 

 If the moon’s transit is taken from the 

greenwich time,

 MHWI =g(m2)/m2
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